Navigation System
Please enter ‘Kruisstraat’ as your destination. This is where you will find the
entrance to the ‘Central Plaza Parking’.

From Amsterdam/The Hague to the Rotterdam office:






Follow the A13 and take exit 13. Keep following direction ‘Rotterdam Centrum’.
Turn right at the first traffic light.
Go straight on until the roundabout. Take the third exit on the roundabout.
Go straight on, also at the next traffic light.
Do not take the left lane (tunnel), but keep to the very right lane and drive
parallel to the tunnel (follow signs ‘parking Lijnbaan’).
 Just before Rotterdam Central Station (on your left), you turn right, go straight
on and turn left at the crossing, then turn left again (mind the trams).
 Go straight on and turn right at the second street (= Kruisstraat, a small street
between de Doelen and the Millennium Tower).
 The entrance to the Central Plaza Parking is on your left-hand side.

From Belgium/Breda to the Rotterdam office:
 Follow the A16. Keep following direction ‘Rotterdam Centrum’ until you pass
the ‘van Brienenoordbridge’. Take exit 25 ‘Rotterdam Centrum’.
 Go left at the roundabout, while following ‘Rotterdam Centrum’ into the
‘Maasboulevard’.
 After passing the Shell gasstation on your left, turn right at the second traffic
light towards ‘Oostmolenwerf’ (direction ‘Havenziekenhuis’).
 Go straight on at the next two traffic lights and turn left at the next crossing
towards ‘Goudsesingel’ (direction ‘Central Station’).
 Go straight on at the next four traffic lights. You will now arrive at the ‘Hofplein’
roundabout. Go straight on towards ‘Weena’.
 At the second traffic light turn left: ‘Karel Doormanstraat’.
 Take the first street on the right (‘Kruisstraat’) and you will find the entrance to
the Central Plaza Parking on your right-hand side.
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From Utrecht to the Rotterdam office:
 Follow the A20 and take exit 14.







Turn left (‘direction ‘Centrum’) towards ‘Schieweg’.
Keep going straight on until you arrive at the ‘Hofplein’ roundabout.
Go right at the ‘Hofplein roundabout’ towards ‘Weena’.
At the second traffic light turn left: ‘Karel Doormanstraat’.
Take the first street on the right (‘Kruisstraat’) and you will find the entrance to
the Central Plaza Parking on your right-hand side.

Inside the Central Plaza Parking
 Please follow the dark blue signs ‘Offices Millennium Tower’ (OMT) and try to
park your car close to the yellow entrance barriers inside the Plaza Parking
which lead to the Millennium Parking, but which cannot be reached by car as
this is a private parking. Once you have parked your car, please walk towards
the entrance of the Millennium parking (pass the yellow barriers) and enter the
lift lobby/entrance of the Millennium Tower building.
 From the lift lobby of the Millennium Tower building take one of the two
elevators to the hotel lobby (ground floor).
 Turn right and walk towards the back side of the building when leaving the
elevator to enter the lift lobby of the offices.
 Press 31 on one of the switch panels near the office elevators to see which
elevator will take you upstairs: A, B, C or D.
 Take the elevator to the 31st floor, where the reception desk of HAL
Investments is located.

By train
The HAL office is located in the Millennium Tower, right across from Rotterdam
Central Station.
•
•

Exit the station at the Weena/Center side.
When you exit the station walk straight on. The Millennium Tower is now right
in front of you (the Rotterdam Marriott Hotel is also located in this building).
• In the hotel lobby walk on to the office lobby.
• Press 31 on the switch panel next to the elevators to see which elevator will
take you upstairs: A, B, C or D.
• Take the elevator to the 31st floor, where the reception of HAL Investments is
located.
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